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Kriss:
I hated rich men.
They are all arrogant and think you are supposed to bow down to them.
Until I was accosted by Travis.
Travis Spencer III: Handsome, extremely wealthy, and very smart.
He dates women that are extremely beautiful and equally as rich, and I am way out of his league.
Our one night together was a complete mistake.

Travis:
I promised my family that I would leave the younger ladies alone, but then I ran into Kriss.
Kriss was everything I never knew I needed.
How dare she thinks that we are non-compatible?
After our one night together, I wanted more and I was going to get it... by any means necessary.
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From Reader Review Fallin' For A Black Billionaire for online
ebook

Jazmen says

There's a way to write insta-love to both pull the reader in and convince them--that despite the short length of
the relationship, that the love is real.

This is a hard task.

This novel is an insta-love story, no doubt about it, and while, it didn't lack speed, passion, and sex--it lacked
depth.

There's a lot that happens in the beginning, the initial meeting, the sex, and the declarations of like, which
quickly led to love.

I didn't have many gripes about the characters themselves, as I've read many novels with the same types.

Travis is a billionaire, who is used to having women flock to him in droves. His attitude is demanding and
entitled--not unlike many billionaires in romance novels.

Kriss was smart-mouthed, outspoken, and had little to no filter, but was educated--and just looking for a job
so she could leave her current job at a bar that caters to the rich.

This is where she meets Travis--well not before she walks over his car, on the way to visit her father.

Don't ask.

Their first real encounter is like a head-on collision, dramatic and fast.

I didn't particularly like, Travis' initial reactions or articulated impressions of Kriss.

He refers to hear as a ghetto, loud, big-haired, and proceeds to want to tame her, "black ass." All of which
rubbed me the wrong way.

Not to mention Kriss' description of her physical appearance, she goes on to describe her appearance in
unnecessarily verbose detail. She explains the length of her hair as being attributed to not being "fully black,"
and I cannot tell you how much this grinds my gears. Especially coming from us.

Do better.

Aside from that my only other complaints were the lack of depth mentioned before, the novel could've
benefited from being lengthier. AND the over-explaining. Show don't always tell.

It makes sections of the novel cumbersome.

The novel is pretty decent. It has characters that you can find yourself invested and interested in--despite the
overall flaws.



While I would've liked more emotion, I was satisfied with the story in general.

I won't be climbing to the tops of any mountains to shout about it, but I would recommend it to readers who
love romance, and the billionaire trope.

Just don't expect too much emotion out of it.

Carol Cooper says

I WAS Floored by this book... YEAAAAAAAAAAA A real professional man, no dope, baby mothers
THANK YOU BIANCA.. for stepping out and writing in a different genre I hollered at this... He pulled out
of me and flipped me over in one motion. He pulled my bottom half up in the air, forcing my body into a
perfect arch for him. He spread my cheeks and ran his tongue up and down my crack one time before I fell
flat to the bed. I had never had that before and it felt so damn good. “Oh my god! I can’t believe—” “I’m a
grown ass man, Kriss. Ain’t nothing off limits. All the rest of those moments were great... Dad was a little
over protective, but i understood. BIANCA.... KEEP WRITING THESE ROMANCE STORIES....

Jasmin Watson says

Fallin for a black billionaire

I loved this book it had me book from the very first page. I loved Kriss and Spence relationship they was
perfect for each other. Bianca did not disappointed with this one great ending.

Shareta Caldwell says

Perfection!

For Bianca's first shot at writing a strictly romance, I would say she knocked it outta the park!! This book
was fast-paced, no drama, the absolute right amount of sexy, and I loved it from page one!

Kriss is likeable from the start. She is funny, grounded, smart, and someone you would want to be friends
with. I laughed so much reading the first chapter. Once Travis is introduced, I immediately know they are
going to be good together. He is sexy, confident, and charming. This is a grown man who knows exactly
what he wants. I honestly didn't need for this story to be longer. It was perfect. If you are looking for a sweet
love story, that isn't even trying to be sweet but manages to do it anyway, with some of the hottest sex scenes
I have had the pleasure of reading, this book is for you.



Ladylyons says

Bianca

This is my first reading a book by you. I was amazed. I lived every part of the book. Will read many more
from you

Keiara says

Please Do it Again

Bianca you did so good honey! Thank you for trying out something new. I never would’ve known this was
your first time writing a strictly romance story (it was just that good). I had to check the author’s name a time
or 2 to be sure because you came across as a vet in the contemporary romance genre. I’m so glad I read it; it
was refreshing, entertaining, and so thoroughly fleshed out that it didn’t even feel like a short story. The
conflicts within the story were believable (age difference, parental disapproval, two different economic
classes) and fit perfectly without straining against the flow of the story. Like those times when characters
create nonexistent issues just so that the story has tension but it ends up being more annoying than
intriguing? Insert eye roll. Well, there was none of that here. It was just...good. This may have been your first
strictly romance novel, but please don’t let it be your last! ????
PS- yes I have enjoyed your urban fiction stories as well ?

Vernell Howard says

Amazing!?

This is my first time reading one of your books. I have to say as a reader of one of my favorite topics LOVE,
you did your thing. Travis and Criss had a love that was undeniable no matter the age difference, love is
love. It happens that way sometimes. Criss is a very mature young lady who knew what she wanted even
though the package was wrapped in what she thought she wouldn't like until she got to know what was
inside. You know the saying "don't judge a book by its cover." NowTravis was that guy that felt when you
get to a certain age the experience is whatever, but little did he know that the packages he normally dealt
with was the same but held a different content inside. Any way I love the little meet cutes they had at the
beginning of the story and the rest of the journey was very smooth, sensual and very sexy and satisfying.
Great Job! Forever a fan. Renee G

Nesha H says

Yesss???????? Must do another one!!!

Bianca has done it again????This is why your one of my top 5 favorite authors man pen game is no joke, sex
scenes be out of this world...This was just an amazing standalone and most definitely one of my favorite...I
love how Spence never gave up on loving Kriss..He wasn't letting her go..Kriss was just hurt by her first love



n was scared to try again, glad she let Spence in...Law is really a true keep it really bestie...Russ was funny
as hell..I really love the ending..I hope there can be a spinoff or something...Man this book was truly truly
amazing to be her first romance novel it was incredible and would like to see more of this kind..Bianca you
hit a home run on this one???????? Congratulations!!!!

Mia Morgan says

Well

I must say for your first romance you did a great job. I have been seeing this book recommended every time I
opened my kindle. I said well let me try it. I'm glad I did. Good read.

tasha goodwin says

Loved

Bianca you did your thing girl with this short story. It was a great read from being to end. Keep up the great
writing. Love your books.

BookPlugMonie says

One of the best books I read this year!

This book was so so good and refreshing. I feel this book appeals to the younger and mature age group.
There was the right amount of drama, sex and most important love. Excellent job.

Gilly says

Missed reading this genre! Brought back good memories

Talk about skills! Well this author, Bianca, has just proven and demonstrated that no matter what genre she
puts her pen to, she lights it a fire! ???. Fantastic job! It made me remember how fond I was in reading this
genre of books, then I got hooked on the urban fiction lol... This book, I loved the storyline and it was very
engaging. I wanted more! I did not want the book to end! Travis Spencer III is something else! Loved him,
his whole demeanor and style. I also loved the feistiness of Kriss. Fantastic read! Y’all will love it!

Jeanida Luckie-Weatherall says

Bianca, you get better and better with each book. Your writing skills is like amazing. For this to be your first
romance book, you nailed it. I loved everything about this book, I hated it was a short story. Definitely



needed a whole book and then some. Loved the storyline and it was so well written that moved at a fast, but
steady pace. Flowed really well and I couldn't put it down. Loved the chemistry between Spence and Kriss
sparks flying from the start. Opposites attracts Kriss was very feisty and just what Spencer needed. Would
definitely love more of these two and Quad. Highly recommend this is a must read. Amazing job Bianca.

evette w says

Yeah It's Good!!

To say that I'm in love with this story is just an understatement!I don't know when I have just plainly enjoyed
an old-fashioned romance.That was what this was for me,the hero and heroine meet under crazy
circumstances and the chemistry is boom!I love that the writer gives us to ordinary people and one just
happens to have money.I loved the chemistry it was so sweet and so sexy.Now many may say that the writer
wraps this story into a nice neat package and to a since it was.I was so looking forward to Travis having a go
around with Aaron and to put in a little more work on the relationship.But I have so say if you are looking
for a good story ,some fun and a whole lot of sexy then this is the one for you.

Velna Wells says

Awesome Read

I cud NOT put ths dwn once I started reading!! Loved ALL characters& the story line!!! Awesome job Ms.
Bianca!!!! Wtg 4 MORE!!!


